Adapting A Networks SIM To Your Devices

Have the latest smartphone or 3G/4G enabled tablet computer and need to adapt your network’s current SIM?

The new LMS Data PH-SIMCUT is a low cost but effective tool for anyone to adapt their current full-size SIM to fit the latest digital devices. Quality constructed and of course supplied with adapter for converting nano SIMs to full sized SIM enabled devices, if required.

Also, if your current full-size SIM needs to be made into nano-size, no problem. Simply insert your full-size SIM and use the supplied tooling, like a regular office stapler, to resize the SIM for a perfect fit in nano SIM slots.

Also supplied with a standard SIM ejector tool, invaluable for also any network enabled digital device.

specifications:

High-quality, alloy constructed adaptive SIM cutter

Taking the guess work out of cutting your SIM to Nano size

Supplied adapter converts Nano to full-size SIM if needed

Ideal for the latest smartphone and tablets**

Supplied with SIM ejector tool for iPhone™

* Smartphone/Tablet not supplied
** Check SIM design first
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